
Plants for Fall Color by Kim Hartmann 

Mums are prized for infusing the landscape with vibrant color long after other flowers fade. Their 
frost tolerance ensures a long and lovely show well into fall. These shrubby tender perennials are 
often called "hardy mums," but are generally grown as annuals. They can produce over 100 
flowers on a single plant. Plant early, mid and late season varieties to extend the season from 
September into November. Plant earlier in the season and mulch well to overwinter them. 

Sedums are a late-season favorite has blooms that shine when gardens need color the most. They 
become brighter as summer fades into autumn. Broccoli-shaped flower heads emerge light green 
in midsummer, but slowly deepen from light pink to burgundy. Sedums are succulent so they 
tolerate heat and drought. Avoid over-watering so they don’t collapse. They are hardy and 
tolerate less-than-perfect soil. Try ‘Brilliant’ or ‘Neon’ for the brightest color blooms. 

Ornamental cabbages and kales are grown for their unique texture and symmetry. They are 
known for their vivid colors and showy rosettes of fall foliage. Use as a colorful border or accents 
in containers. They are extremely tolerant of frost in fact their color deepens with cold. They can 
often last through January. Try ‘Redbor’ Kale and ‘Osaka Pink’ Cabbage. 
 

Much like hot peppers you would grow in the veggie garden, ornamental peppers produce 
colorful little fruits that are round or pointed. The peppers are edible, but usually their flavor is 
lacking compared to peppers grown for the table. Depending on the variety, the peppers appear 
in shades of white, purple, red, orange, and yellow -- often with multiple colors on the same 
plant. They like rich, well-drained soil that is evenly moist. Try ‘Chilly Chili’ or ‘Black Pearl’.  

A wonderful cut flower, asters make any garden explode with color in early fall. From miniature 
alpine plants to giants up to 6 feet tall, there are over 250 asters, with plenty of colors to choose 
from. Typically they are purple, pink or blue with small daisy like flowers with a yellow eye. 
Asters are a great way to brighten up the fall landscape. Most prefer full sun, good drainage, and 
good air circulation. White wood asters can tolerate dappled shade. ‘Purple Dome’ is a top 
performer.  

Black-eyed susans are known for their long-bloom time as well as heat and drought tolerance. 
Not all Black-eyed Susan (Rudbeckia) are perennial. The larger flowering, multi-colored varieties 
are typically annuals to be grown in containers. ‘Goldstrum’ is the most popular perennial type. 
All Rudbeckia species are native to the Midwest. ‘American Gold Rush’ is a new perennial All-
American Selection.  
 
Ornamental grasses will add stunning greens, golden bronzes and warm blues to your garden 
throughout the year with little work on your part in return. Their natural look lends itself as a 
transition from more formal spaces, though it looks great among wildflower gardens as well. 
Grasses also add texture and movement to the landscape. The plumes and seed heads of grasses 
peak in fall and the color of the blades deepen or turn red or burgundy depending on the 
variety. 
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